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INTRODUCTION 
The intimate connections which exist between higher level orders, sums 
of 2n th powers, valuation theory, and real-valued places on a field have 
been explored extensively. Craven initiated the study of similar notions for 
skew fields in [4]. In [12] we pursued these ideas, but the best results 
required a 2-primary assumption. This paper extends the work of [12]; in 
particular, we prove an “Artin-Schreier” theorem for preordered skew 
fields, namely that a preorder T in a skew field is the intersection of the 
kernels of all the signatures that contain T. This allows us to obtain the 
results of [12] without the 2-primary assumption. In particular, we have 
that preordered skew fields give rise to spaces of signatures, Mulcahy’s 
abstract setting for the theory of higher level forms and reduced Witt rings. 
Our main tools are valuation theory and the Kadison-Dubois represen- 
tation theorem for partially ordered rings. As in the field case, we make use 
of the ring A, associated to a preorder T, which is the intersection of 
certain valuation rings. Along the way to our main theorem we prove some 
facts about noncommutative Priifer rings, and we show that A, is a Priifer 
ring. 
While our study of preordered skew fields follows along lines which are 
familiar from the field context, there are significant differences between the 
two theories. For example, there are skew fields which have no orders, but 
admit valuation rings with ordered residue fields. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
We use R to denote the real numbers, Q to denote the rationals, N to 
denote the natural numbers, and p to denote the complex roots of unity. 
For an abelian group G, we use G* to denote Hom(G, p). We begin by 
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recalling the basic definitions and notations from [12]: D denotes a skew 
field, D denotes the multiplicitive group of nonzero elements of D, S,(D) 
is the normal subgroup of d generated by 2n th powers and multiplicative 
commutators, and C, (D) is the subset of D consisting of sums of elements 
of S,(D), which is a subgroup of D if 0 $ C, (D) [4,2.4]. We write C (D) 
for x1 (D) and S(D) for S,(D) and note that every element of S(D) can be 
written as a product of squares [4, 2.31. A homomorphism XE (D)* is a 
signature of level n if ker x + ker x c ker 1. We write Sgn(D) for all the 
signatures of D of various levels. An order of level n is ker x, where 
XE Sgn(D) of level n. A subset Tc D is a preorder if F. i-c F, F+ PC ?, 
and C, (D) c T for some m. Then, for de T, d-l = d-‘” .d2m-1 E T, hence 
F is a subgroup of D. Since i‘ contains the multiplicative commutators and 
the 2mth powers, D/i’ is an abelian group of exponent 2n for some n. We 
call ‘n the level of T. For a preorder T set X,= {x E Sgn(D) : x(F) = 1 }. 
A subring R c D is invariant if dR d-’ = R for all dE d. A subring A c D 
is a valuation ring if, for any dE D,, d or d-l E A. The basic definitions and 
results for invariant valuation rings in skew fields can be found in [13]. 
Results for noninvariant valuation rings’can be found in [9]. We will make 
use of [12,2.2], which is stated for invariant valuation rings, but whose 
proof extends without change to noninvariant valuation rings. We use v for 
the valuation, r for the value group (in the case of invariant valuations), 
U for the group of units, I for the maximal ideal, and d for the residue class 
skew field. 
Following the notation of [3], we say a homomorphism x E (D)* is 
compatible with a valuation A, written A N x, if 1 +Ic ker x. Then, as 
usual, the equation jj(~) = x(u) yields a well-defined homomorphism 
2: d -+ p called the pushdown of x along A. A preorder T is fully compatible 
with A, written A wf T, if 1 + IC T. We say T is compatible with A, A N T, 
if A N x for some x E X,. SZ(T) denotes the set of valuations compatible 
with T. Set 7’” = T(l + I), then it is clear that T” is a preorder if 0 # p + ?“‘. 
If Y is a preorder, then v +J~ 7”‘. 
For XESgn(D), A(X)= {dED(r+_dEkerX for some rEQ’> is a valua- 
tion subring of D with maximal ideal I(x) = {dE D j r f: de ker x for all 
r E Q’ }. Also, A(X) N x, and 2, the pushdown of x along A(X), is the 
signature of an archimedean order [12,2.5]. Further, if A is any valuation 
ring with A N x, then A(X) c A. 
DEFINITION 1.1. If R c D is a subring, a subset S c R is called a 
denominator set if 0 $ S, S is multiplicatively closed, and S satisfies the Ore- 
condition: for r E R and s E S there is b E R and t E S such that rt = sb. 
LEMMA 1.2. (i) If R c D is invariant, then all ideals are 2-sided ideals, 
and all left R-submodules of D are right R-submodules. 
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(ii) If S c A is a denominator set, then RS-’ = (rs-’ : r E R, s E S> is 
a subring of D containing R. 
(iii) If R is invariant, then any subset SC R with O# S satisfies the 
Ore-condition. 
Proof. (i) Suppose R is invariant and I is a left ideal in R. Then for 
r E R and x E I, xr = xrx-lx E I and so I is a 2-sided ideal. A similar proof 
works for R-submodules. 
(ii) is [9, p. 391. 
(iii) Given r E R and s E S, by assumption s # 0. Then srs-l = b E R, 
hence rs = sb. Let t = s and the Ore-condition is satisfied. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Following [4, 3.81, we say a valuation ,ring A c D is 
real if d has some order P such that any element of S(D) n U reduces to 
an element of P modulo I. 
PROPOSITION 1.4 (cf. [S, 3.81). A valuation ring A c D is compatible with 
2 (D) iff A is a real valuation. 
Proof. Suppose A -C (D), then by [12,2.2], T=C (D) is a preorder 
in d. Then, by [4, 2.71, XT has an order, and any order will satisfy the 
condition of Definition 1.3. 
If A is real, then by assumption C (D) c P for some PE X,. Thus 
0 4 c + co, and it follows easily that C (D) is a preorder in d. Then, 
by [12, 2.21, A-C(D). 
To prove our main results, we make use of the Kadison-Dubois 
Theorem for partially ordered rings (which holds for noncommutative 
rings). We use a slightly extended version of this theorem due to Becker. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let R denote a ring with unit (not necessarily com- 
mutative or associative). A subset P c R is a preprime if P + P c P, 
P. P c P, 0, 1 E P, and - 1 # P. (Note that this definition implies Z c R.) P 
is archimedean if for any r E R, n - r E P for some n EN. 
For P a fixed archimedean preprime of R, define X(R) = {CC R -+ R 1 a is 
a homomorphism and a(P) 2 0 >. When R is fixed, for convenience we write 
X for X(R). For r E R, define i: X -+ R via P(cY) = a(r). We impose on X the 
weak topology with respect o the fs. 
Let C(X, R) denote the continuous functions from X -+ R, then C(X, R) 
has a preprime C(X, R) + = { 4 E C(X, R) ( q5 B 0). Define @: R + C(X, R) by 
G(r) = i. 
For an archimedean preprime P of R, let Arch(P) = (r E R 1 for all m E N, 
there is some n EN with m + mnr E P}, and I(P) = Arch(P) n - Arch(P). 
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KADISON-DUBOIS THEOREM 1.6 [l, 1.2, 1.41. Let R be a ring with unit, 
and define X(R) and @ as above. Then 
0) WW@ 
(ii) X(R) is a compact space 
(iii) ker @ = 1(P) 
(iv) {aER[Li>O)=Arch(P) 
(v) {aER(ti>O) = {aER(kaE 1 +Pfor some HEN). 
II. PREFER RINGS IN SKEW FIELDS 
As in the commutative case, many of the rings which arise in connection 
with preorders in skew fields are Pri.ifer rings, i.e., the localizations at all 
maximal ideals are valuation rings. In order to make use of this, we need 
to generalize some of the equivalent definitions for Priifer rings in the com- 
mutative case. For some results on the general theory of noncommutative 
Priifer rings, see [6]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (i) Suppose R c D is an invariant subring, and p c R 
is a prime ideal. Clearly R\p is a denominator set. Define the localization 
of R at p, denoted Rp, to be (rs-’ : TE R and SE Rip). By Lemma 1.2, R, 
is a subring of D. 
(ii) An invariant subring R c D is a Priifer ring if the localization at 
each maximal ideal of R is a valuation ring. 
DEFINITION 2.2 (cf. [IS, Sect. 33). Suppose R c D is an invariant sub- 
ring. An R-submodule F c D is a fractional ideal of R if there is some 
r E R\ (0) such that rFc R. By Lemma 1.2, F is both a right and a left 
submodule, and rF c R is equivalent to Fr c R since rx E R implies 
xr=r-l(rx)rEr -‘Rr = R. We say F is invertible if there is some fractional 
ideal F’ such that F’F = R, equivalently FF’ = R. We define finitely 
generated and principal fractional ideals in the obvious way. We use 
RCx,, . . . . x,] to denote the fractional ideal of R generated by the xI)s. For 
afractionalidealF,let[F:R]denote(x~D:xFcR}=(x~D:FxcR}. 
LEMMA 2.3 (cf. [S, 7.11). A fractional ideal F is invertible iff 
F.[F:R]=R. 
Prooj If F. [F : R] = R, it is clear that F is invertible. Assume F is 
invertible; then there is some fractional ideal F’ such that FF’ = R. Then 
F’c[F:R], hence RIF.[F:R]IFF’=R. Thus F-[F:R]=R. 
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For a fractional ideal F and a denominator set S we can define FS-’ in 
the obvious way, and this is clearly a fractional ideal of RS1. If S= R\p 
for a prime ideal p, then we use F, to denote FS- ‘. 
From [6, 2.41 we have: 
THEOREM 2.4. If (mi} is the set of maximal ideals of R and F is a 
fractional ideal of R, then F= n, Fm,. In particular, R= nl R,,. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose F is a finitely generated fractional ideal and m is a 
maximal ideal in R. Then CR,,, : Fm] = [R : F], . 
Proof. It is easy to show that [R : F], c [R, : F,]. Suppose 
F= R[fi, . . . . f,]. Pick x E [R, : F,,,], then x&= s;‘ri for some r,~ R and 
s,eR\m. Then sixfi=ri, and so (si ~~~s,)xfi=~s,~~~si(si+l~~~s,)s,~~six~~ 
E R. Thus (sl . ..s.)xfi~R for each i, and so (s,~~~s,)x~FcR. Hence 
(Sl . ..s.)x~[R:Fl and therefore x=(s~...s,)-‘(~~...s,)xf[R:F],. 
COROLLARY 2.6 (cf. [S, 7.33). Suppose F is a finitely generated frac- 
tional ideal such that F, is invertible for each maximal ideal m. Then F is 
invertible in R. 
Proof. This follows easily from Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.5. 
LEMMA 2.7. If R is a valuation ring, then allfinitely generatedfractional 
ideals are principal, hence invertible. 
Proof. The proof of this is similar to the proof for ordinary ideals of R; 
see C13, p. 101. 
We now come to the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 2.8 (cf. [ 5, 22.11). The following are equivalent for an 
invariant subring R c D: 
(a) For each prime ideal p, R, is a valuation ring. 
(b) For each maximal ideal m, R, is a valuation ring. 
(c) Each finitely generated fractional ideal of R is invertible. 
Proof (a) implies (b) is clear, and (b) implies (c) follows from 
Corollary 2.6 and Lemma 2.7. Assume (c) holds and let p be a prime ideal 
in R. As in the proof of the commutative case, using (c) we can show that 
the set of principal ideals of R, is well-ordered by inclusion. Then, as in 
[13, p. 12, Theorem 31, it follows easily that Rp is a valuation ring. 
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LEMMA 2.9. Suppose B c D is a Prtifer ring and A is a valuation ring 
containing B. Then A = BP for some prime ideal p of B. 
Proof, Let I be the maximal ideal of A, and let p = In B; then clearly 
p is a prime ideal in B. Since B is a Priifer ring, BP is a valuation ring, and 
by construction B, c A. Suppose a E A and a $ BP, then a- ’ ELBA. This 
means a-l = rs-l, where r Ep and SE B\p. But then r E I, hence a-l E I, 
which contradicts a E A. Hence A c BP, and therefore A = B,. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Suppose B is a Priifer ring. Then B is the intersection 
of all of its valuation overings. 
Proof: Let C denote the intersection of all valuation overrings of B. 
Given a valuation ring A 3 B, by Lemma 2.9 A = B, for some prime ideal 
p. Since B is a Priifer ring, each B, is a valuation ring, and thus C= fl B,, 
the interection over all prime ideals of B. By Theorem 2.4, B= n B,, the 
intersection over all maximal ideals of B. Then C = n B, c nB, = B. 
Clearly B c C, hence B = C. 
III. THE RINGS A, 
For a preorder Tc D, we can construct a subring A, of D which will 
turn out to be a Priifer ring. This ring is a useful tool in studying preorders 
in skew fields. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For a preorder Tc D, let A,= nxGx,A(X) and let 
A(T)=(~EDIY~~ET for some reQ’>. By [12, 2.41, A(T) is an 
invariant subring of D. Let X(T) = C(X, R), defined as in Theorem 1.6 with 
R=A.and P=TnA,. 
LEMMA 3.2. A,=n,-, A, the intersection of all valuation rings in D 
compatible with T. 
ProoJ Since A(X) - T for all x E X,, nAh. T A c A,. Suppose A N T, 
then A -A(X) for some x EX~. Then A(X) c A, hence A,c A and thus 
A.cflAmTA. Then A,=C).,.A. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. A(T) is a Prifer ring. 
Proof: Suppose m is a maximal ideal of A(T). Fix dE D and let 
K= Q(d), a commutative subfield of D. Now, TK= Tn K is a preorder in 
K, and A( TK) = A(T) n K. Let ti = m n K, then rii is certainly a prime ideal 
of A(T,), so by the commutative case [2,2.16], A(T,), is a valuation 
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ring. If d$A(T),, then d$A(T,), and so d-‘EA(T&cA(T),. Hence 
A(T), is a valuation ring, and therefore A(T) is a Priifer ring. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Given 4 E X(T), then by Proposition 3.3 (A( IT)),,,, is a 
valuation ring which we denote by A,. 
LEMMA 3.5. For any tET, (l-tt)-lEA(T). 
ProoJ: For teT, l+(l+t)-l=(l+tfl)(l+t)-‘~T, hence by 
definition (1 + t)- ’ E A(T). 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose A is a valuation ring with A(T) c A. Then A - T. 
Proof: Suppose A is not compatible with T; then by 112, 2.21, T is not 
a preorder. Hence - 1 E T and so - 1 = t for some t E T A A. But then 
1 $ t E I, and by Lemma 3.5 (1 + t)-’ E A(T) c A, a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. A, = A(T). Hence A, is a Pri$er ring. 
ProoJ By Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.6, for any maximal ideal m of 
A(T), A(T), is a valuation ring compatible with T. By Theorem 2.4, 
A(T) = n A(T), , the intersection over all maximal ideals of A(T). Hence, 
by Lemma 3.2, A,c A( T). Suppose d E A( T), then r F de T for some 
rtzQ+. Thus, for XEX~, rfdEkerX, and so dEA(X). Hence A(T)cA, 
and therefore A(T) = A,. 
DEFINITION 3.8. Following the commutative case, if D has an order of 
level 1 then we define H(D), the holomorphy ring of D, to be the inter- 
section of all real valuation rings of D. 
As in the commutative case, we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.9. H(D) = A T, where T = 2 (D). Hence H(D) is a Pri$er 
ring. 
Proof: By Proposition 1.4, the set of real valuation rings in D is the set 
of valuation rings compatible with C (D). The result now follows from 
Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.10. Suppose m is a maximal ideal of A,; then m = ker 4 for 
some 4 E X(T). 
Proof. Suppose not; then for each 4 E X(T), pick a, E m\ker q$. 
Then IJ (z~X(T)Iz(a~)#O) . IS an open cover of X(T). By the Kadison- 
Dubois Theorem, 1.7(ii), X(T) is compact, hence there is a subset 
(a,, . . . . a,}c {a$) such that X(T)=UiXl ,___, I {zEX(T)]z(a,)#O>. Now, let 
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a=C a:, then a~m, and clearly z(a) > 0 for all r EX(T). Hence, by the 
Kadison-Dubois Theorem 1.7(v), there are some k E N and t E T such that 
ku = 1 + t. But, by Lemma 3.6, (1 + t)- ’ E AT which implies that a is a unit 
in AT. This contradicts a E m. Therefore, m = ker 4 for some 4 E X(T). 
LEMMA 3.11 (cf. [3, 2.61). Suppose v EQ(T). Then 
(i) for any q E (r/v(p))* andany XEX~, x.(qo v)EX,. 
(ii) for any x0 E XT, there is some x EL’= such that x0 = 2, the 
pushdown of x along v. 
Proof: Note that since T contains the multiplicative commutators, d/p 
B/i!“‘, and T/v(Fp are all abelian groups of finite exponent. With this in 
mind, the proof is*the same as in the commutative case [3,2.6]. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Suppose 4 E X( T), then n, E xTV ker x c (d E A, ] 4(d) 
> 0} . p, where v is the valuation of A, = (A.),,,,. 
ProoJ Fix xEn,,,kerX and XEX~. By Lemma3.5, A4-T, thus 
by Lemma 3.11, if q E (r/v(F))*, then x. (qo v)EX~ Thus, for any 
q E (r/v(p))*, q(x) = 1. Th is implies x z 1 in T/v(p), and hence x = ut for 
some t E T and u a unit in A,. 
Define x0: d+ ( + 1) by ~,,(a) = sgn,(q&a)), where sgn,( y) = 1 iff y > 0 
in R. It is easy to check that x0 E XT. By Lemma 3.11, there is some r E X, 
such that Z=xO. Then we have 1 = z(x) = x,,(ut) =x0(u) and therefore 
d(u) ’ 0. 
The proof of the following theorem follows a proof for the commutative 
case due to Becker [unpublished notes]. 
THEOREM 3.13. For a preorder T, p= fiXEXT ker x. 
ProojY Let n be the level of T and set A = AT. Suppose a E flxex, ker x. 
Fix qJ E-Y(T), and let m = ker 4. By Proposition 3.7, A, is a valuation 
ring compatible with T, thus by Proposition 3.12, a= tit where t E T, 
u is a unit in A,, and 4(u) > 0. Then a = rs-‘t for some r, SE A\m, thus 
a = (rs2n-1)(s-2nt). Since T has level II, se29 E T. Hence, for each 4 E X( T), 
there is some E+ E A\ker ~4 and t( E T such that s4 = at4. 
We have X(T)=U,,,,, (z~X(T)Ie(e~)#0}, an open covering of 
X(T). Since X(T) is compact, X(T) = u i= r,...,? (z E X(T) ( Z(EJ # 0). Let J be 
the ideal of A generated by the &IS and let m be any maximal ideal of A. 
By Lemma 3.10, m = ker q4 for some 4 E X(T). We have q&q) # 0 for some 
i, hence J d m. Since J is not contained in any maximal ideal of A, J= A. 
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Thus we have 1= blEl + . .. + bnE, for some biE A. Then, since si= Uti and 
A is invariant, we have an equation 
for some yi E A. 
l=ar,t,+ ... $ar,t, 
Now, tj(C t,)-l = (1 + cjf i ti)-l E A by Lemma 3.5. Thus we can rewrite 
the above equation as 1 = a .S .C ti, where s=‘& rjtj[(C tj))“] EA. Fix 
4 E: X(T), then, since A, is a valuation ring, we can extend 4 to a real- 
valued place R on D with the property that A(T) >/ 0. Recall by Proposi- 
tion 3.12, a = ut, where b(u) > 0, and so A(a) > 0. Hence, applying /z to both 
sidesof1=a.s.Cti,wesee~(s)>O.Thus~(s)>Oforall~EX(T)andso, 
by the Kadison-Dubois Theorem, 1.7(v), ks = I + t for some k EN and 
t E T. Thus we have k = a( 1 -I- t) C tj and hence a E T. 
Remark 3.14. Using Theorem 3.13, all of the results of [ 121 now hold 
for any preordered skew field. (In [12], we must assume that the preorder 
has level 2” for some s.) Thus we have a complete theory of higher level 
forms and reduced Witt rings for skew fields. In particular, we have: 
THEOREM 3.15 (cf. [ 12, 4.81). Suppose T c D is a preorder, then 
(X,, d/p) is a space of signatures, Mulcahy’s abstract setting for the theory 
of higher level forms and reduced Witt rings (for details, see [lo, 111). 
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